
Introduction 

It is shown in the series of papers that embedding
devices of diagnostic and forecasting performance qua�
lity of electric machine (EM) sliding contact (SC) al�
lows increasing significantly their service reliability,
decreasing costs for maintenance and repair, actually
excluding losses from emergency and unplanned
downtimes, increasing service life [1–4]. The most wi�
despread EM SC complexes in the systems of dynamic
diagnostic are those constructed on the basis of noncon�
tact measuring converters (MC) of eddy�current type
[5–7]. The main sources of output errors of diagnostic
complex analog parts appearing when using converters
of such nature are unlike specific electric resistances of
separate commutator bars (CB) (especially their surface
layer, properties of which may depend on process
technology), temperature difference of plates heating,
linear velocity of controlled surface movement relative
to MC as well as inaccuracy of MC orientation relative
to controlled surface in calibration process and when
measuring on real object [8–10].

The problem of clearing the mentioned errors influ�
ence is urgent and may be solved by means of changing
calibrating characteristic parameter (coefficient of tran�
smitting the device measuring circuit) in the process of
measuring the distance to arbitrary CB according to the
method of base adjustment of measuring results sugges�
ted at the chair of electric drive and electrical equip�
ment of Tomsk Polytechnic University [11].

Main part

Using noncontact measuring device (Fig. 1) the de�
pendence of output parameter yi on measured gap size x
between MC and controlled area is written as

(1)

where i is the serial number of measurement; a1i, a2i are
the parameters of calibrating characteristic.

At proper installation of MC and adjustment of me�
asuring device a1i= 0 may be taken. Then (1) is rearran�
ged in the form:

This implies that output parameter of measuring de�
vice is proportional not only to the measured gap x but to
the coefficient of calibrating characteristic a2i which de�
pends on many factors including external influences on
object of measuring and elements of measuring device.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of noncontact profilometer with eddy�current
measuring converter: ИП (MC) is the measuring conver�
ter of eddy�current type; ПС (SC) is the signal converter;
МПМ (MPM) is the microprocessor module; СИ (PI) is
the pointer indicator; ПК (PC) is the personal computer;
УВИ (DIO) is the device of information output; ДС (SS)
is the synchronization sensor; БС (CU) is the clock unit

Therefore, it is appropriate to correct parameter a2i in
the process of measuring that allows increasing accuracy
of measurement [12]. It may be carried out by reference
and additional measuring at the gap increased by a refe�
rence value. We obtain a system of two equations with
equal coefficients a21=a22 as the measurements are carri�
ed out on one object at identical perturbation actions

(2)

where δ0 is the reference value of gap changing.

The solution of the system (2) is of the following
form:

(3)

It follows from the expression (3) that gap design va�
lue does not depend on the mentioned above instability
of parameter a2i that results in increasing accuracy of
measurements. When gap decreasing by reference value
the system of initial equations is written similarly to the
system (2)

The solution of this system is of the form:

(4)

Thus, expressions (3, 4) ensure the adjustment of
parameter a2i of linear correcting characteristic in mea�
suring device at any direction of gap changing that al�
lows decreasing significantly negative influence of a
number of factors on the results of measurement and
increasing its accuracy.
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As the gap changes by reference value with a certain
error (which may be stipulated by inaccuracy of measu�
rement of the given movement by this or that reason)
then this influences the accuracy of defining the para�
meter of calibrating characteristic a2i and correspondin�
gly the measured gap. The error of gap measuring of
inaccuracy of MC movement by a reference value
should not exceed, as a rule, 1 %. For this purpose it is
necessary to change the gap until the following condit�
ions are fulfilled:

• at gap increasing

• at gap decreasing

where Δ is the maximal error of gap changing by a refe�
rence value; Δx is the permissible error of gap measuring
stipulated by inaccuracy of gap changing by a reference
value.

The value of reference gap change δ0 achieved in this
case is measured by auxiliary measuring system and used
for determining the parameter a2i and correcting the res�
ults of measurement according to the expressions (3, 4).

MC relative to the commutator of electrical machi�
ne may be installed for example by the device with a
micrometer screw, Fig. 2.

The matter of the technique may be illustrated by
the following example, Fig. 3

Let the parameter of calibrating characteristic be de�
termined at measuring the gap between MC and CB
№ 1. Then calibrating characteristic of the device
y=f(x) represents the line passing through the naught
on�the�miter of 45° to the abscissa axis (characteristic 1,
Fig. 3). In this case the output values of the device con�
form to the real distance from MC to the controlled sur�
face of CB № 1 and line 1 is the standard calibrating
characteristic (output characteristic of profilometer). If
the distance between MC and CB № 1 equals to the ba�
se one (the recommended initial distance from MC to
the measured commutator profile) then the value ya cor�
responding to point а on its calibrating characteristic
(ya=xbase) is fixed at the device output.

If CB № 2 with the same level of profile that CB № 1
has another electric resistance then the device calibra�
ting characteristic at CB № 2 controlling passes on
another miter to the abscissa axe (line 2 in Fig. 3). Then
the profile level of CB № 2 (yc) is interpreted as the di�
stance x2 corresponding to point сс' at calibrating cha�
racteristic 1. The measured value x2 here difers from the
real value xbase.

By analogy of measured value yb at CB № 3 (charac�
teristic 3) stay�put at value x03 relative to bars № 1, 2, the
false value x3 corresponding to the point b' at reference
characteristic 1 is bound. For projecting bar № 4 (by va�
lue x04 relative to bars 1, 2) the false measured value
equals to x4, corresponding to the point d' at characteri�
stic 1 etc.

To eliminate disagreements between measured valu�

es and real gap sizes it is necessary to reduce the slopes
of characteristics 2, 3, 4 to the reference value which is
the slope of characteristic 1. Slope angles of characteri�
stics 2, 3, 4 in the general case are unknown and they
should be determined somehow.

Fig. 2. The example of installing the measuring converter relati�
ve to the object of measurement: 1) the MC; 2) the mo�
ving (in the direction perpendicular to commutator cylin�
drical surface) element, at which MC is fixed; 3) the bo�
dy; 4) the rotating element; 5) the electric cable; 6) the
vernier reference scale; 7) the frame; 8) the shaft; 9) the
commutator; x is the measured gap

Fig. 3. Calibrating characteristic of profilometer

For this purpose the reference movement (δ0) of MC
relative to measured object to the side of gap increasing
may be carried out in the process of measuring. It is fi�
xed by means of reference scale of micrometer screw (or
measuring head etc.). In this case actual magnitude of
the gap between MC and CB № 1, 2 equals to (xbase+δ0).
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Instrument readings for point а1 of characteristic 1 equ�
al to ya1 (ya1=xbase+δ0). Instrument readings for bars 2, 3,
4 equal yc1, yb1, yd1 in this case.

As a result, slope ratios of characteristics 2, 3, 4, ...,
i are solved by the expression

where αi is the slope of ith characteristic; Δyi is the incre�
ment of instrument readings at ith characteristic at con�
verter moving by value δ0.

It allows defining the parameters of corrected cali�
brating characteristics 2, 3, 4, ..., i:

Naturally the corrected instrument readings at ith

characteristic equal:

The calibrating characteristics of the device for bars
2, 3, 4 corrected according to the suggested technique
look like it is shown in Fig. 4.

The corrected calibrating characteristic for bar № 2
coincides here with the reference line 1. Instrument rea�
dings for bars 1, 2 in base point equal respectively ya,c0,
that corresponds to the real values of gaps between MC
and bars № 1, 2 (ya,c0=xbase). Instrument readings at cha�
racteristic 3 in this case equals to yb0 that corresponds to
the ordinate of point b0' on line 1 and gap x3 (x3=xbase+x03).
Similarly the instrument reading at characteristic 4
equals yd0 that corresponds to the coordinate of point d0'
on reference line 1 and gap x4 (x4=xbase–x04).

Therefore, the corrected readings of the instrument
correspond to the actual values of the gaps between the
measuring converter and controlled collector bars.

Fig. 4. Calibrating characteristics of profilometer corrected by
calculated way

The adjustment of calibrating characteristic para�
meter may be carried out by analogy in the case of gap
decreasing by the reference value δ0.

Another example of applying the technique of base
adjustment may be the use of measuring device for re�
cording linear microdisplacements of some object, for
example, EM brush in a brush�holder well in operating
process. For this purpose copper foil relative to which
eddy current MC is based may be glued on external fa�
ce surface of a brush. After that at inactive EM the ope�
rations of reference and additional measuring similar to
the stated above ones are carried out. It allows determi�
ning the calibrating characteristic parameter:
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Fig. 5. The example of output of commutator profile measuring results



where yad and y0 are the values of additional and referen�
ce measuring. Signs (+/–) corresponds to incre�
ase/decrease of a gap by δ0.

The suggested technique is realized in graphic pro�
gramming environment LabVIEW 5.0. The example of
output to the monitor the commutator profile measu�
ring results is shown in Fig. 5.

The carried out experiments showed that when ap�
plying the technique of bar base adjustment in dynamic
operating conditions the correcting of profile level upon
the average 25 % occurs [13, 14].

Conclusions

1. The developed and approved technique of measu�
ring the electrical machine commutator profile al�
lows increasing the control accuracy at varying hea�
ting temperature of commutator bars, change of
specific resistances of bars surface layer, linear velo�
city of commutator moving relative to measuring
converter and inaccuracy of its orientation relative
to the controlled surface.

2. Testing high�speed electric machines of low power in
dynamic conditions showed that adjustment of com�
mutator profile level achieves 25 %. It allows develo�
ping constructions and technologies of commutator
manufacturing at all stages of production process.
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